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£?#f·'GSAC Calls for TA's

Re-inSt~lJleMt

Tomasson, Assisfanfs Explain Positions on Grading Issue

The GSA Council last night adopted a
resolution asking for the reinstatement of tbe
three teaching assistants fired Monday by
sociology department chairman Richard Richard
Tomasson.
In a crowd uncommon to GSAC meetings, the
three teaching assistants, Linda Montague, Ross
Jackson, and Linda Hundermark, as well as
Tomasson, were present to ask questions directed
to them.
The three teaching assistants were fired for
allegedly grading tests too highly after being

directed by Tomasson to "not give high grades.'>
Several council members were unsure of the
events surrounding the firing and the questioning
turned to the history of the incidents.
Linda Montague stated, "No policy (grading)
was set before the exam. He (Tomasson) said
prior to the exam that last year perhaps grades
bad been too high."
Tomasson said he gave no curve, no
specifications except "Don't give high grades."
Montague explained, "The grounds of the
firing were not on the basis of the first exam."
~'The grades were found to be too high," she
continued, ''and he took~the three highest graders
and sent them a directive to ascent to the
directive or we would be dismissed.,
Tomasson teaches the class by video tapes
which )Vere filmed two years ago. The TA's teach
from 15~26 students once a week in discussion
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The directiiMMERMAN bliBAJi~e after the
second test but before it had been graded.
Montague said, ~'We have to grade a stud~nt lower
than what he would earn."
Montague concluded, "We ar~ assumed guilty
until proven innocent."
. After the first ~xam, ~'four and maybe five
graduate TA's gave very high grades," said
'l'omasson.
·
"This excited me very much and I began
writing memos -'Your grades are too high'," he ·
explained.
One concern of Tomasson over the situation is
unusually high grading by only part of a GA stuff
causes "dissension among the GA's."
Students begin asking those who grade lower~
"Why do you give low grades? Why don't youo
raise your level of grading?" Tomasson said.
The directive asked that the average grades for
the last two tests not exceed 2.6 including F's.

Senate Election

Injunction Up-Campaigns·Start
Sold Out

If you want to see the Grateful
Dead and the New Riders of the
Purple Sage at the Civic
Auditorium tonight, you better
already have your ticket in band
because it's sold out. The time has
been moved up to 7 p.m. because
the Dead and the Riders have this
habit of playing for a long~ long
time.

1971 Enrollments Up
By 7.6% Over Last Fall
Fall enrollment at UNM is 19,451 announced J.C.
MacGregor, dean of admission and records.
The record enrollment is 7.6 per cent higher than the Fall,
1970 total, which was a 15 pel' cent increase from the
1969-70 total. The 1969-70 increase led UNM to adopting
procedures for limiting enrollment.
Degree - seeking undergraduates are divided among the
different colleges with these enrollments: University College,
6667; Arts and Sciences, 2563; Business and Administrative
Sciences, 531; Education, 1344; Engineering, 568; Fine Arts,
699; Nursing, 229; and Pharmacy, 202.
BUS
86 students are seeking bachelor of university studies
degrees, 37 are in a two-year human services program, and 46
are enrolled in a two-year associate of arts program in
education.
Enrollment in the graduate school dropped from 3194 to,
2972 after departments or degree- granting units were
instructed to set graduate enrollment limits based on their
available resources.
Enrollment is up in the two professional schools, from 222
to 264 in the law school and from 145 to 190 in the school
of medicine.
UNM's population make-up is generally the same as in
years past.
New Mexicans .
About five out of six students are New Mexicans. There
are 161281 New Mexicans enrolled, 297 3 from all the other
states and the District of Columbia, and 197 from 55 U.S.
possessions or foreign countries.
Other states. in number of enrollees are California; 412;
New York, 333; Illinois, 307; Texas, 225; and New Jersey,
176.
70 per cent of all UNM students- 12,685 - are enrolled
from Bernalillo County. Others include: Los Alamos, 722;
McKinley 1 534; Santa Fe, 466; Chaves, 119; Eddy, 102; and
Guadalupe and Roosevelt, 25 each.
Women Outnumbered
On the Albuquerque campus, men outnumber women
10,910 to 7683. Undergraduate enrollment by classification
on the main campus is: freshmen, 4537; sophomores, 4177;
juniors, 2716; seniors, 1880; fifth-year students, 55;
unclassified, 382; and non-degree, 1420.
The UNM branch at Gallup has 422 students. Los Alamos
has 212 enrolled irt its graduate center and 224 in its
undergraduate center.
Wednesdt~y,

Restraining orders are off the Senate
election and campaigning may begin today,
since the Election Commission withdrew its
declarations of ineligibility of Louis Duncan,
Fred Basil-Torres and Charles Jones.
Mike Merrill, chairman of the Elections
Commission, said even though the validity of
the Student Court's decision is being
questioned, its intent is not.
Ken White, president of ASUNM, said
"Whereas the decisions of the Student Court
concerning recent litigation brought against
the ASUNM Elections Commission by three
students were not decisive as required by the
ASUNM Constitution that "the decision of
the Court shall be made by concurrence of
at least three of the Justices, but rather were
all by a vote of 2 to 1; therefore the
resulting decisions are not valid and are
declared null and void."
"However~ whereas the ASUNM Elections
Commission," White said, "has recognized
the intent of the Court from the hearing and
furthermore, in the interest of time and

expediency has accepted that intent and
subsequently withdrawn its declaration of
ineligibility of the three . . . students and
agreed to place their names on the ballot.''
There is now no reason for a rehearing or
conduction of further appeals, White said.
The election will be held Dec. 2 and 3,
Merrill said. Campaigning may begin today.
Chief Justice John T. McGuffin signed an
order yesterday withdrawing the restraining
order.
·
" .• .It should be understood," White said,
"that a hung decision upholds the decision
of the lower body and is not appealable,
however, because student government exists
and bas set as one of its goals upholding
student rights, rather than infringing upon
them, the just actions and considerations of
the Elections Commission should be
recognized."
The Election was originally restrained
because candidates Jones and Duncan took
the Commission to court asking that their
names be reinstated on the ballot.
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U Cafeterias Serve Union Lettuce
Dorm Dining Features UFWOC Vegetable
The lettuce in the La Posada and Hokona
cafeterias is now union - harvested lettuce,
said H.E. Symmonds, food service director.
HThe big drawback has been that we
could get no assurance of being able to get
union lettuce from our produce house so
that we should have it about 95 per cent of
the time..''
Symmonds explained that the lettuce
comes first to. Las Cruces, then is brought to
Albuquerque by Hutchinson Fruit Co., Inc.
The arrangement with Hutchinson provides
that they will put aside the UFWOL lettuce

(from Cesar Chavez' union), assuring us of
getting it most of the time.
"We have the agreement with the
committee on campus that if the Union
lettuce is not available, we will get the
non-union until it becomes available again,"
added Symmonds. This committee, he said,
which has been actively working with him
on· the problem "practically since school
started," has been of much help in reachirtg
this agreement with Hutchinson.
"We've been willing all along to use it
when we could get it," said Symmonds.
"Now we and Foodway get first shot at it."

Surveillance Issue in Sup. Court
WASHiNGTON (UPI)- The
Supreme Court agreed today to
consider whether a group of 13
persons attd organi;tations whose
public activities were the obje~t of
monitoring by Army intellig~ttce
may contest in the courts the
constitutionality of such a
domestic surveillartce system.
The court will schedule
arguments this term and hand
down a written opinion. The
government apJ)ealed after the
U.S. District Court for the District
of C<>Iumbia on April 27, 1971
ordered a lower court to hold

hearings on the issue.
Arlo Tatum, executive director
of the Quaker • sponsored Central
Committee for Conscientious
Objectors, artd 12 other persons
and groups filed suit Feb. 17,
197 0, claiming the existence df
the Army's domestic intE!lligence
system had a "chilling effect" on
the Fitst Amendment guarantee
of free speech.
The suit, which also sought a
court order to destroy all Army
records gathered on domestic
groups, was dismissed by Federal
Judge George A. Hart of the

District of Columbia. He refused
even to take testimony, saying the
Army was only glithering
information that is available to
news media in the country.
Tatum filed suit- backed by
the American Civil Liberties
Union (ACLU) - after learnh1g
that a computer card prepared for
his Armt• file at Fort Hohtbird,
M d. , coni a in e d on 1y t ln~
information that he ohce llltlde a
speech about legal :rights at the
University of Oklahoma.
A simHar case filed in Chicago
was also dismissed.

November 17, 1971
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Organizer Calls for Stabilizing Women's Lib

World

Ne·ws

There mu~t' be a :melding of
o:rganizing women workers and
the consciousness of the women's
liberation movement if the
movement is "going to grow, be
atable, be successful," said a
woman union organizer last night,
Ga.brielle Semel, a member of
International Socialists, and union
organizer, spoke to an overflow
audience in the Kiva last night.
Her appearance was sponsored by
the ASUNM Speaker's
Committee.
The women's liberation
movement which grew out of
radical student activity 1'has
remained by and large
incomp:t:ehensible to working
women."
She pointed out that most
working women, who have made
up 40 per cent of the labor force
since World War U, are in trades

By United Press lntornationcd

editorial

Library Displays
Going to the library is one of the
unenviable, dreary tasks that dismay all but
the chronic scholar.
For the less academically inclined at the
University, (translation: just about
everyone) the library's stacks are a
monolithic non-meaningful obstacle that
yield informaton only after dint of much
struggle.
However, a trip to the library yesterday
was brightened by several modest displays in
the library's lobbies.
On the first floor, in the "new books"
rack by the circulation desk, works by

Federal Kent Probe Sought

Pablo Neruda were displayed in front of a
bulletin board with an article about him.
Near the information desk, a newspaper
clipping about the new draft law was posted
next to a listing of printed material available
about the draft in the library.
On the !lecond floor lobby, a table
regularly features work by a single author,
usually in connection with his birthdate.
Yesterday featured Spinoza.
Although these displays are unobtrusive,
they represent a ·bit of the blur of
information in the library frozen and
magnified for the casual scholar.
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COLUMBUS, Ohio-The Ohio Council of Churches
Tuesday urged President Nixon to order a Federal Grand
Jury investigation of the killing of four students by National
Guardsmen at Kent State University May 4, 1970.
The council also asked federal and state officials to review
existing laws to determine whether they were inadequate "to
protect citizens from unwarranted use of force by persons
acting under color of law." The request came after Portage
Councy officials in Ravenna, Ohio complied with a federal
court order and burned a controversial special state grand
-e-~~·
o~ u
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Nixon Opposes Fund Cutoff

By RICHARD SISK
NEW YORK COP!)- While the
outlawed Irish Republican Army
(IRA) daily proves its vitality in
northern Ireland's bloody
sectarian warfare, IRA Branch
Offices in this country are striving
to provide financial assistance for
tho Republican cause,
Representatives of both the
"official" and "provisional" wings
of the IRA maintain headquarters
in New York and claim to have
thriving chapters throughout the
United States and Canada.
Bronx Offiqe
The Irish Northern Aid
Committee, with its main office in
the Bronx Borough of New York
City, 'represents the provisional
IRA in this country.
Northern Aid :refuses to quote
figures on the size of its
membership or the amount of
money it has J:aised but
spokesman Harty Hillich said

LOS ANGELES-Mayor Sam Yorty, a maverick Democrat,
announced today he will seek the presidential nomination in
New Hampshire's first - in • the - nation primary March 7.
Yorty, who made this third political pilgrimage to the state
earlier this month, is the second Democrat to announce his
bid for the Democratic nomination in 1972, following Sen.
GeorgeS. McGovern (D-S.D.)
"Encouraged by the advice of many friends and supporters
I have decided to become a candidate for president," Yorty
said in a statement prepared for a Los Angeles news
conference,
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China's First UN Vote

"That's what we need-a good war to keep our minds off our troubles."'

letters.
Guess What?
Of course Chuck Andrl)ws is an
abominable review writer, after
all, he only has a 550 • record
collection to base his critiques
upon. The point of this letter
though, is a query as to why such
gropers as John Nolan (who wrote
another ridiculous letter such as
this one) even bothe~ to get their
proverbial quill and ink in gear
when they are unaware of the
facts.
The Guess Who is only a new
group when compared to such old
tnen as the Guy Lombardo set and
The Four Aces (gotcha Chuck). In
my high school days in Canada
(up to 'G3), The Guess Who were
cranking out third class records as
they continue to do today. New
band, my ass.
Grant Harvey

Ivor; Tower Minds?
Remember the day when Gil
Merkx and Dick Tomasson were
considered free thinkers, men who
didn't necessarily follow the
fxaditional ways of doing things?
Were we all duped by these two
tricky characters, or wns it th:tt
they, too, have finally passed the
age of reason and locked their
minds up in an "ivory tower?"
From their remarks so far this
year, it looks like a case of the
latter,
Take Gil Merkx's open minded
statement concerning parking.
You would think someone
interested in the pursuit of
knowledge would not come . out
and co-sign a document asking
Page2

She s.aid, "H the working
New York City into the
Communications Wo-rkers of women in this country really want
to get together and unify their
America (CWA).
Men from the union refused to cause, they could effectively abut
let women operators participate in down this society."
"If all women secretaries," she
decision - making, and
union officials of the ''company said, "quit showing up for work,
union" intimidated new American business would come to
a standstill. If all women who
employes, she said.
The attempt to join CWA work for the phone companies
failed, but Semel theorized it didn't show up fo:r work, our
might have been successful if the communications in this country
''consciousness of women'& would be severed,''
liberation" were part of the
organizing attempts.
She said many young women
"see a better job as a personal
issue and arc not motivated to do
something" and by the time they ~t,
are older and realized women's
job ~opportunities are limited
everywhere she has too many ?ti
The faculty yesterday passed
responsibilities '"to have the time
every itet'n on its agenda.
to get involved,"
The small group of professors
recommended the charter for a
University Community Forum be
presented to the Board of
Regents, The Forum, described as
''means of improving
communication and consensus on
campus," would be comp:rised of
politician to rebel.
administrators, faculty members,
alumni, staff and both graduate
Changes Position
"When I was elected to and undergraduates.
The FoJ:um would make
Parliament in 1969," he said, "I
recommendations
without binding
thought I could work for reform
within the system. But the system the faculty, stud~nts or
was so -rotten and eorrupt, it was administration.
College credit would also be
incapable of reform and I resolved
given
to students passing College
to work for the overthrow of this
untruthful and unjust Level Examinations with a grade
of 45 or higher, Only particiating
gove:rnml!nt."
departments would be included.
Kennedy says he is not a
President Ferxel Heady
member of the IRA but adds "it commended the ISRAD
would be safe to say I am Committee "for devotion" in the
sympathetic to what the IRA is way the committee was
doing.''
functioning. Chairman of the

UNITED NATIONS-Gommunist.rChina cast its first
United Nations vote Tuesday, going with a 106-2 majority
for a resolution of "grave concern" over U.S. Congressional
action to permit U.S. purchases of chrome from white-ruled
Rhodesia.
President Nixon's signature of the bill would cause a
"grave violation" of trade sanctions voted by the UN against
Rhodesia, the General Assembly resolution said, urging the
U.S. government to head off import of chrome from
Rhodesia. It did not mention Nixon by name.

they are "excellent" in both
respects,
Hillich insists that all
contributions to Northern Aid go
directly to provide relief for
refugees from Northern Ireland
and the families of "Irish
prisoners of war." ' 1None of it,"
he says, "goes for the purchase of
artn.S. 't
Cahill Trip
Northern Aid sponsored the
recent trips to America of
Provisional leader Joe Cahill and
Pat Kennedy, an IRA supporter
and member of Parliament in
Northern Ireland.
Cahill was refused entry to the
United States by immigration
authorities but Kennedy waa
allowed to complete a
cross-country speaking tour.
Kennedy says he became an
IRA suppoder with some
reluctance and, last month, he
spoke of his transition from

Ali an example of the middle ··
class direction of women's
liberation, Semel cited the curtent
amendment for equal rights for
women now before Congress.
Many working women would
suppo:rt this measure, she said, if
the "protective law were extended
to men. Passage of the bill would
wipe out protective legislation,
and the !Jill is primarlly directed
for equality of opportunity for
professional women.

Faculty Endorses Forum
1Seeks Regents Approval

IRA Thrives in North A me rica

WASHINGTON~President Nixon personally urged House
Republican leaders today to do their utmost to defeat a move
to cut off all money for U.S. military operations in Vietnam
after June 1 if all American prisoners are freed,
The deadline was proposed by Rep. Edward P. Boland
(D-Mass.), as an amendment to the ·$71 billion defense
appropriations bill being debated on the House floor.

Y orty Announces Candidacy

[
~

janitorial, small factory.
Her tfl}k on w<>rking women
and their libe)."ation, she said, "On
the one hand, there is the
women's liberation movement,
and on the othl!r hand there is the
class of wo:rl~ing women."
"These two groups, until
recently, have not been h!Volved
as a unit· in the women's struggle
for equality. They need each
other U the women's rights
movement is to sqcceed," she
said,
"Working women think they do
not have to worry about working
conditions wages ~ her ideas are
categorized. They see themselves
first as wivea and mothers," Semel
said,
She. cited the example of her
expe:rience trying to organize
women telephone ope:~;ato:rs in

Donations Go to Refugees, POWS's

.1..1.
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Says Movement 'Incomprehensible to W,orking Women'
that are non-union, service,

committee, Sanford Cohen, asked
the faculty fo~ help in nominating
a new director of ISRAD, since
former director Jack Campbell
resigned.
Clinton Adams, dean of the
college of d:r11matic arts,
announced the change of the
department of dramatic arts to
the department of theatdcal arts.

South Americon ponchos,
sweater;,, woodcarvings
and posters
10% studentdiscounton:

jewelry, boxes, incense,
candles.
Gifts for everybody

La Fama Gift Shop
2218 Central SE
Opposite Yale Park
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Nocturne

Three Thirty

Phantom Jets Policy Issue
everyone to boycott the parking
meetings-meetings arranged to
explain the many complicated
problems involved in a parking
policy.
Also take Dick Tomasson
(please, someone,
somewhere-take him): great
researeher of the semester. What is
he doing? Why, he is surveying
each department to find out who
has or hasn't been publishing ••.
"publish or perish."
And now, finally, both of them
join forces to make sure that the
sociology department does not
exceed its quota of "A" 's and
"B" 's. Perish the thought that
UN M might have good
students-and good teaching
assistants (much less in the
sociology department).
It is great to know that we have
such great and open minded
thinkers, such as Gil Merkx and
(tricky) Dick Totnasson on our
taculty,
Tom Hogg, Ill

By WILBUR G. LANDREY
UPI Foreign Editor
The United States and Israel are in the
middle of a first class row over whether
Israel will get the additional American - built
F4 phantom warplanes she has asked for
now. Israel says she needs them for her
security. The United States says she does
not.
Behind the impasse over the phantoms is
the deeper impasse blocking agreement
between Egypt and Israel to reopen the Suez
Canal and the impasse over peace in the
MidEast generally.
U.S. Secretary of State William P. Rogers
has been working for a long time to get a
Suez Canal agreement, and perhaps
movement towards it will be possible after
the expected furor of the forthcoming
MidEast debate in the UN General
Assembly.
Berhaps the mission from the
Organization of African States now talking
to both sides in the MidEast can help, too.
There is no guarantee of it, however.
President Anwar Sadat of Egypt has been
saying for months that there must be some
MidEast agreement this year and that if the
United States cannot help bring it abouthe means by persuading Israel to give better
terms than it has so far been willing to
give - then there must be a military
solution. The threat is, of course, that the
present cease-tire will end and fighting on
some scale will resume.
Having said that he would do something,
Sadat .must be under strong pressure to find

something to do if he is to remain in power.
Few people believe, however, that Egypt has
the power to force the Israelis away from
the canal or out of the territory they
occupied in the 1967 war.
What is certain is that the United States
has not been very successful in persuading
Israel to do what Egypt wants (which the
United States could really be expected to do
all the way) or even what the U.S.
government wants.
The danger of the MidEast situation is
that renewed fighting between Israel and the
Arabs could involve the bigger powers,
Russia on the side of the Arabs, the United
States on the side of Israel.
Israeli Prime Minister Golda Meir has
attacked strongly proposals towards a canal
settlement which Rogers put forward last
month in the UN General Assem~ly. Israel
will not agree, she said, to allow Egyptian
troops across the canal or to any interim
settlement which doesn't provide for a
permanent cease-fire.
Reports from Israel said that Israel will
refuse to take part in any more talks until
she gets the phantoms and the proposals are
withdrawn.
Rogers said this week that the balance of
power has not shifted against Israel. An
American study is said to have concluded
that Israel still has military superiority.
Hence, no phantoms now.
Behind the U.S. government stand is the
obvious belief that its leverage with Egypt
will disappear and the prospect of serious
canal negotiations will end if it supplies the
phantoms which Israel wants.
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90 Watt AM-FM Stereo" Solid State Receiver
SPECIAL $270.00 WITH HK20 SPEAKER
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Professional Tape Cassette
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Recorder With Built-In Dolby
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U.S. Exchanges Mariner
Information With USSR
PASADENA, Calif. (UPI)The U.S. Spacf! Agency opened a
new phase of international space
cooperation Tuesday by sending a
report on the initial finding;; of
the Mariner 9 Mars satellite to
Soviet scientists controlling two
Russian probes now nearing the
planet,
Mariner 9 Project Manager Dan
Schneiderman opened the unique
Telex communications link
between the jet propulsion
laboratory and Moscow, ·
The message to I.A. Zhulin was
expected to help the Soviets
prepare for their scientific
investigation of the red planet.
The two 10,000- pound
Russian spacecraft, Mars 2, and
Mars 3, were launched before
Mariner 9 last May and are
expected to reach Mars within the
next two weeks, Soviet sources
have said they will attempt the
first unmanned Martian landing,
Surface. Obscured
Schneiderman- said Martian
surface features appeared almost
entirely obscured to Mariner's two
·television cameras and he said,
"This is believed to be the result
of a dust storm which covers the
entire planet.
"Photographs from the two
Mariner 9 cameras under a variety
of lighting and viewing conditions
have failed to resolve surface
features with clarity."
Schneiderman said an infrared
radiation sensor aboard the irrst

•••••••••••
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artificial s11tc)Jitc of Mars appeared
to be seeing the Martian surface,
but he said interpretation of its
results is complicated by the
effects of the dust storm,
The message told the Soviets
that an analysis of Mariner's
trajectory showed that previous
calculations of Mars' path around
the sun must be adjusted by 60
kllometers (37 miles), This could
. help the Soviets refine the paths
of their two probes,
Unprecedented
The Telex link between
Pasadena and Moscow was
established several weeks ago as a
resuH of an unprecedented
agreement between the Space
Agency and the Soviet Academy
of Sciences to exchange data
received by the three spacecraft as
soon as its significance could be
determined.
"Mars appears brighter than
expected by a factor or two,"
Schneiderman told Zhulin. He
also said that Mariner's cameras
spotted four distinct dark features
on the planet during the probes
approach last week,
In closer pictures, the Maliner 9
project manager said strealcs 600
miles long seemed to originate
near one of the spots.
"Changes in appearance of
these four dark areas over the
coming weeks may provide unique
information about the dust
_storm," Schneiderman said.
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Meeting Chou

Series F ea t11res 'Asian Scholars'
Topic About China's Admittance to UN
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Judy Woodward, left, one of three Concerned Asian Scholars
scheduled to speak at UNM Nov. 19 is shown meeting Chinese
Premier .chou En·Lai. She a!ld other American scholars toured Red
China in July, 1971.

Three representatives of the
Committee of Concerned Asian
Scholars will spealc about China
.L 0~ ?!It c::
and its admission to the United
t
Nations in an appearance at
Kosher &
~Bn...o.y,t::' 'iVlf
UNM's Keller Hall at 8 p.m.
~ uo•r
t-t."In~") ...J(..-'WQ
.....,(
Friday (Nov. 19).
Italian Sandwiches
cJiftSt!))::l.S
The appearance of the three
Steaks
.~ 1AIL.
, J':liiL'
American scholars is part of this
BBQ Ribs
year's UNM Student Speakers
...Jl.N> ,.h
Committee series. Admission to
(and your
~~ Ut'll:PJ ~{C.
the lecture, which will feature
/
tapes and films, is free to all UNM
favorite drinks)
f~IJIII"'If.c:;:-c:::
and University of Albuquerque
905 Yale S.E.
/tJ.
L9"-""tll ../1students, faculty, and staff,
";!:!:~~:!:~~:!:~!:!:!:~~~~~::============~Admission for others is $1.50 for

Uac;
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Lt!ld Sal1alf-P)

J/\6A

adults and $1 for students.
Representing the 15-person
committee for the UNM visit will
be Kenneth Levin, Kim Woodard
and his wife Judith. The three
went to the People's Republic of
China in July, 1971, becoming the
first group of its kind in more
than 20 yea..--s to travel extensively
in mainland China. Included on
the tour were stops in Canton,
Shanghai, Soochow, Nanking,
Peking, Tachai, Taiyuan, Sian, and
Yenen.
Highlight of the trip, which
took the 15-student group to

agricultural communes, hospitals,
factories, and schools, was a
meeting with Premier Chou En-lai.
The group also visited embassies
of the Provisional Revolutionary
Government of South Vietnam,
the Democratic Republic of
Vietnam, and the Democratic
People's Republic of Korea,
Kim Woodard is working for his
doctorate in international
relations at Stanford, Judith
Woodard is a former high school
teacher in Taiwan and Hongkong,
while Levin is a doctoral
candidate at Wisconsin in East
Asian History,

Poor Gov. Handling Charged

Rights Enforcement Under Fire
WASHINGTON (UPI)- A
sharply worded staff report from
the U.S. Civil Rights Commission
found Tuesday that the federal
government's civil rights
enforcement improved only from
"poor to marginal" in the past
year. It blamed President Nixon
for failing to instill a sense of
urgency.
But in contrast to the harshness
of the 215-page staff report, the
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President personally."
Hesburgh acknowledged "the
report may have a different tone.
The report may. be stronger. It's
more detailed, I'm only standing
on the statement."
The staff report clearly indicted
Nixon for what was seen as lack
of progress in assuring all
Americans equal opportunities.
"The. President's posture, as
gleaned from his statements and
other actions over the last six
months, has not been such as to
provide the clear affirmative
policy direction necessary to
assure that the full weight of the
federal government will be behind
the fight to secure equal rights for
all minorities," the report said.
It added: "Chief among the
inadequacies is the failure to
develop and to communicate to
the public a sense of urgency over
the need to end discrimination."
The White House had no
comment on the report.

Pham Chung will discuss the
Monetarists and the Optimum
Time Path of Output at an
economics department seminar
Nov. 18 at 12:30 p.m., room 104,
1915 Roma,

KN ITS-I<N ITS-I<N ITS
11

chairman and the five members of
the commission struck a much
softer note at a news conference,
The Rev. Theodore M.
Hesburgh, commission chairman
and president of Notre Dame
University, read the much milder
11-page statement to reporters
which said: "We cannot agree
with those who claim that the
problem lies solely with this
administration or with the
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''5'LL GET YOU TEN"
Cowboy
(Capcricorn/SD 864)
Second albums have a way of
truly measming a group's artistic
development, both in the music
itself and in their choice of
engineering techniques. A creative
spark evident in many bands'
initial .recorded effort is either
lost, and they become one of
those "they • could- have- been''
groups, or the opposite happens
and a fine first effort is followed
up by a tight but spaced - out
album, with the potential so
evident in the group's first
recording becoming a musical
realif;y,
Subdued
This latter trend is not,.
however, the overwhelming one
these days, so I approached
Cowboys's "5'11 Get You Ten"
with a feeling of subdued
scepticism, as my psyche was also
tempered with great expectations,
Having an open mind then, and
plenty of suitable refreshments,
and good company to boot, I
picked the disc from the stack of
albums before me and gazed into
the eyes of one stoned-out
cowboy, sort of suspended in

space, partially encircled by some · above most of the music being
rnighty suspicious leaves. Well, pumped t{) thP. mm;ses these days.
Side . One is the more country
friends, you know what? The
music inside that musty jacket side onhe album, but again, don't
matches the cover- spaced-out, try to label it too much, Every cut
more or less country/rock, but tries to contribute something new,
lest you be put off by labels musically, to the record, as the
album builds to a mellow
intensity. One would have to give
a cut· by- cut synopsis to jU!;tify
pit::king any one track apart;
suffice it to say that those sweet,
country harmonies that you really
wanted from CSN&Y are there, A
further treat is in the rauge of
their lyrical theme which flows
j'rom woman's place in the
universe ("She Carries a Child")
to just plain we - like - life- inthe- country (''Shoestring" and
the title song).
Rich Blend
Instrumentally the listener is
treated to a ~ich blend of
"'"~ · '""~ " ''"
: "":!..i. acoustical electric, and peda]steel
guitars, ~ less emphasized but
su.ffice it to say that Cowboy has nonetheless deceptively tight
completeness to the album not rhythm section, with many nice
usually associated with newer violin, piano, organ and dobro I
groups.
bottleneck guitar phrases, which
Above Most
all together make the texture of
There isn't a we ale cut on the t h is · a I bum as p u r e and
album, and of the 12 selections at uncluttered as the life they sing
least half are head and shoulders about,

So, assuming we call Side One
the country side, the flip side of
this ;re.::ord is another trip entirely,
but still maintaining that high
level of consciousness. More rock
on this side, but this level is
sustained for only the first two
cuts as the energy level created in
"7/4 Tune" and ''Right On
Friend" becomes analogous to
rising smoke silhouetted by the
light of a single candle, It's so
mellow, you can't help but like it,
The highlights of this album are
many, but the most notable are
the excellent bottleneck guitar
work featured through the latter
half of the album, and ll really
enjoyable violin solo in "All My
Friends." Not to say that's IT,
however. I just don't want to do
any injustice to anyone's musical
head by leaving out a vivid
description of some riff that
turned some poor soul's mind to
popcorn. The musicianship
remains professional throughout
with the vocals becoming much
more apparent as the album just
sort of flows to its conclusion.
Other Styles
There were only two things
that bo.thered ~e ab~u~ this
album, F1rst, there 1s no hstmg of

personnel anywhere, so Unless you
know Cowboy personally you
.never know who's playing what
and when. Second, at times
Cowboy sounds an awful lot like
different people, most flagrantly
in "Please Be With Me"- if that's
not James Taylor on bootleg then
it has to be a good copy. And now
and again you can year what
definitely is the distinctive
slip/slap rhythm guitar technique
utilized by the Dead's Phil Lesh,
.Also some tonic to the sixth work
that's a little ovetly reminiscent of
"Uncle John's Band.'' OK, so I
give them some credit for picking
up on some riffs from some pretty
good sources, It's the music that's
important now, Cowboy has.
progressed to the point where
their music can incorporate
effectively other styles into their
own personal statement as is
shown by the fact that all12 cuts
<>n the album are original
compositions.
All in all, this looks like a group
that is going to be a significant
wt of the continually growing
musical awareness. And it's a real
pleasure to llave them around, I
might add.
Tom Lynch

Popeioy Offerings Good; Poorly Attended
If you've never been to a
concert where the audience called
for a double encore then you
missed something last Thursday
night by missing the Rene Heredia
"Flamenco Anthology" in
Popejoy Hall.
It's difficult to assess a man
who will be gone for nearly a
week by the time this review gets
in print. But for Heredia, that
assessment is easy, He is terrific.
On record perhaps his
anthology may sound flat,
Recorded soloists, non-singing
variety, often do sound flat on
record. But Heredia's performance
last week proved the soloists are
paid well for a good reason. Their
art is performed for live
audiences.
During the first half of his
program the Spanish guitar artists
amazed the audience with. his
playing of classical songs "Aires
de Sacramonte" by Granadinas,
"Punta de la Alhambra" by F,
Tarrega, "Malagueftas con
Verdial" by M. Escudero with
Heredia's arrangements offering a
new and exciting blend of skill
and craftsmanship to the
uninformed audience,
Exhilarating Display
But Heredia, l'ealizing the
audience was, for the most part,
uninformed, explained to the
guitar patrons the history of many
of the songs and their position in
his anthology.
"Salinas 'Qe Cadiz" by Alegrias
and "Semana Santa en Sevilla by
Saetas were the most moving
numbers during the first part of
the concert.
The concert itself was not a
pleasant evening of guitar music.
It was a fast exhilarating display
by one of the world's foremost
flamenco guitar experts.
Heredia's performance, which
lasted nearly two hours, produced
a reaction from the audience this
reviewer had never seen before in
Albuquerque. A double encore.
Heredia responded with two
songs. The classic Malague'na and
another song, the title -of which
was unrecognizable because this
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reviewer was sitting 75 feet away
form the stage and Heredia is a
soft spoken !l"..an •
Sheer Dynamism
The anthology was more true
to form during the second half of
his performance.
•
All of the songs were excellent,
but the best was "Fantasi"a Inca"
by Sabicas. It highlighted
l!eredias' talent with soft and
hard notes, feeling and special
effects. It was superb, in its
blending of old and new in a
combination of style and grace
and sheer dynamism Heredia
called for.
The artist had not been in
Albuquerque up to last week's
performance for nearly three
years and it will be a long dry
spell if guitar patrons or just plain
lovers of excellent music have to
wait that long, again, for his
return,
Mark Sanchez
".To Be Young, Gifted and
Black" may have made two years
of tours to SRO audiences at
colleges across the country, as the
publicity claimed, but there was a
pitifully small crowd on hand in
Popejoy Hall Sunday for the UNM

performance,
Probably because we have such
a small black population herethat's a shame, because while
blacks would naturally be most
appreci'ative of the works of
J ,orrl!ine Hamhel'I'V, one of the
early advocates of black pride, her
message is of such timelessness,
intelligence, and integrity that it
transcends contemporary racial
situations and speaks to all men of
all times and races,
Hansberry was best known for
her late 1950s play "A Raisin in
the Sun," which won world-wide
acclaim. But as "Young, Gifted
and Black" demonstrates- it is
an assemblage of her written
material (plays, letters, unfinished
manuscripts, etc,) which, while
not chronological, at play's end
practically tells her life's story she was thinking black pride and
spealcill[ out for it years before it

DID YOU KNOW?
That you can take the Air Force
Officer Qualifying Test as a
Freshman. Join Air Force
ROTC.

became "acceptable."
I'm certain the play was much
more memorable for those

famlliar with her and especially
with her writing.
Charles Andrews

GIVE THE NATION

BACK TO ITS PEOPLE
John W. Gardner, Chairman
Common Cause
Farmer Secretary
of Heallh, Education and We/tare

Who said citizen action is futile? Populism in the
nineteenth century left an Indelible mark on the
nation. Citizen action won the vote for women in
1920 and brought the abolition of child labor. The
labor movement, the civil rights movement, the
peace movement, the qonservation movement - all
began with concerned citizens. If we had waited for
the government or Congress or the parties to initiate
any of them, we'd still be waiting. Try to think of a
significant movement in our national life that was
initiated by the bureaucracy. Orb~ Congress. Or by
the parties.
For a while, we lost confidence in our capacity to
act as citizens, but the citizen is getting back to his
feet. And citizen action is taking on a tough minded
professional edge it never had before. Never has our
society needed more desperately the life-giving
spark of citizen action. We must make our instruments of self-government work. We must halt the
abuse of the public interest by self-seeking special
·
interests.
The special interests buy favor through campaign
gifts. What flows back is literally scores of billions of
dollars in tax breaks, in lucrative defense contracts,
in favored treatment of certain regulated industries,
in tolerance of monopolistic practices. And the taxpayer foots the bill.
To combat such pervasive corruption, we must
strike at the two Instruments of corruption in public
life-money and secrecy.
To combat the corrupting power >-Of money, we
must control campaign spending and lobbying, and
require full disclosure of conflict of inlerest on the
part of public officials.
To tear away the veil of secrecy, we must enact
"freedom of information" or "right to know" statutes
which require that the public business be done publicly. And that's only a beginning. We can regain
command of our instruments of self-government.
To accomplish this, each citizen must become an
activist, especially the college student with his
newly acquired right to vote. He must make his voice
heard. Common Cause, a national citizens' lobby,
was created to accomplish just that. It hoped to enroll 100,000 members in its first year, and got that
number in 23 weeks! On its first anniversary, it had
200,000 members.
• It was the chief citizens' group lobbyin!Jior the Constitutional Amendment on the 18-yeat old vote.
• It Joined with environmental groups to defeat the SST.
• It brought tht• first real challenge in a generation to the
tytannical seniority system In Congress.

• It helped bring the House of Representatives to its first
recorded vote on the Vietnam War.
• It has sued the major patties to enJoin thefT' from violating the campaign spending laws.

There is much more to do. And the time to do it is
now. The American people are tired of being bilked
and manipulated. it's time to give this country back
to jts people. For additional information, write Common Cause, Box 220, Washington, D.O. 20044.
This space is conrributed as a
People Service by The Van Heusen Company
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Gymnasts Win at Odessa Meet
The UNM gymnastics team
• warmed up for its st!ason opening
in December with a first place
showing in the Odessa Open
gymnastics meet this weekend in
Odessa, Tex.
Leading the way for the Lobos
were Fred Cardenas, who got an
8,95 in the side horse, graduate
Stormy Eaton, who won the floor
exercise with a 9.5, and Jon
who won the high bar

Big Mouth
Drinking Mugs

MICKEYs
Malt Liquor
Stout

Sophomore Jim Ivicek won the
long horse competition with a 9.2
and the still rings with a 9.2.
Ivicek also took second in the
parallel bars with a 9.05 and third
in the high bar with a 9,1. Ivicek
is warming up for the Olympic
Trials next week in Champagne,
Til.
Hutch Dvorak, assistant coach
to Rusty Mitchell, said that "the
real reason Rusty wanted to go to
Odessa was to get Ivicek ready for
the Olympic Trials."
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Dvorak said the trials were
originally supposed to be in
Denver, but were transferred to
Champagne, He said there would
be about 25 men competing for
the seven eligible positions. ''They
take seven men, six c~pete, and
there is one alternate," said
Dvorak.
Dvorak said Ivicek did well in
the meet in Odessa and had a
good chance at placing in the top
seven in the trials.
"He won the all·around and a
couple of events," added Dvorak.
''And there were a lot of
individuals who gave us good
competition."
The Odessa meet was an open
meet, meaning that either a team,
sanctioned by the NCAA, or an
individual who wanted to stay ln
condition, could participate.
Host Odessa College was second
in the meet with 145, while the
Lobos piled up 155. New Mexico
Junior College came in third with
135 points in the meet that
attracted teams from schools in
the three-state area.

braziecbu
and shake

* * * * *

What the Fiesta Bowl needs, everyone nearly will agree
is a team to play the ASU Sun Devils on their level.
The way things look now, there will be invitation to
some team incapable of giving the ninth · ranked Devils the
game they need.
The bowl committee is guaranteeing $100,000 to each
team. The winner and the loser come out equally
regardless of fmal score.
Now, if the Devils wanted to help themselves and help
the WAC at the same time they would agree to play for
free.
The other team should be offered $200,000 if it can
win. This would make the Fiesta Bowl one of the biggest
money games in the country automatically. Playing for all
the marbles would almost insure a nationally prominent
team of showing up at the fledgling game and would help
establish the game as a little more than a WAC sideshow.
Of course the league as a whole could benefit by taking
a slice of the pie, with the eventual outcome by helping to
establish the game. Making it into a prestige bowl instead
of the "Backup Bowl" as it now should be called.

r

Ruvolo, Garmezy at Odds
On Kryptonite 'K' Offense

only 63~·.

KUNM coach Andy Garmczy
had a few choice phrases t'or
members of the local press
concerning his team's upcoming
fracas with the fabled Lobo
Hamburgers this Saturday at the
fields east of Johnson Gym.
When asked what formation be
would tum against the iron-clad
Hamburger defense Garmezy
threw up his hands despairingly
and said, "the Kryptonite 'K'."
When Hamburger coach Roger
Ruvolo was informed of
Garmezy's intentions to
implement the Kryptonite "K."
he said, "interesting."
For all you fans who ar'lsteeped in naivete the Kryptonite
"K" was invented by that bane of
humanity Lex Luthor. The nub of
the plays calls for the offensive
team to carry radios out on the
fields and play with them on full
blast at their opponents, the

theory being that the noise will
incapacitate ther.1.
"I don't quite know what we're
going to do if the opponent
decides to play the radios on
KUNM," said Ruvolo.
"The effect of something like
this on our team could be
damaging, but we're a worthy
opponent to anyone,"

Nov. 18·2 0-UNM gymnastics
team in Olympic Trials,
Champagne; Ill.
Nov, 19-2Q-UNM water polo
team in. the Region 7 NCAA
water polo championships,
Provo, Utah.

By ROHERT F, )3UCKHORN
WASHINGTON (UPI) "Washington· is a town where
everyone has an angle, but Ralph
Nader stumpli me."
The speaker was a veteran
lobbyist playing a familiar
cocktail hour guelising game about
the brooding introvert whose
dogged investigations and flare for
dramatic charges have shaken
industry and the government
repeatedly,
Nader's supporters say he is a
sorely needed advocate for the
consumer at a time when nearly
everyone is complaining about
shoddy merchandise and even
shoddier service,
His enemies-and they include
some of the most powerful men in
the country-call him a publicity
hound, a muckraker, a dangerous
zealot intent on undermining the
free enterprise system.
Six Laws
Nader's achievements so far
include enactment of six federal
laws, reorganization of the
Federal Trade Commission and
the Food and Drug
Administration, and creation of a
movement, mostly young people,
aimed at holding American
institutions to account for their
actions affecting the public,
The laws tighten standards for
auto safety, wholesale meats and
poultry, occupational and coaf
mine safeb;, natural gas pipelines,
and radiation hazards control.
In the past three years, Nader
has raised and spent more than $1
million on his consumer
crusade-but his mother still helps
sort his mail, and his personal
expenses last year totaled only
$5,200, including $85 a month.
for a room in a boarding house
run by a retired opera singer,
Consumer Flop
As a consumer, Nader is a flop.
He doesn't own a car, a television
set, a summer home or a
surfboard. He doesn't carry credit
cards or keep charge accounts. His
shoes, suits and ties are worn long
past· the time most people throw
their's away.
At age 37, Nader still doesn't
have much time for a private life.
Associates say he does date girls,
leaning toward women his age or
older, attends an occasional
movie, and has been a baseball fan
since boyhood,
In his hometown of Winsted,
Conn., where he grew up with two
sisters and an older brother, Nader
was remembered as a shy
youngster, a "nut" about baseball
and an avid reader, His mother
claims he started reading the
Congressional Record when he
was about 12.
Father's Impression
It was his father, Nadra, who
made a lifelong impression on
Nader. A Lebanese immigrant and
restauranteur, Nadra schooled his
son in the concept "that working
for justice is a safeguard of our
democracy,"
From Winsted, Nader went to
Princeton University (summa cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa, 1954) and
Harvard Law School, which he has
since denounced as "a high·priced
tool factory," The Harvard Law
School Record in an editorial

Razor's Edge
Sebring
Profissional
Hair D

remarked that he might be the
most influential graduate ever
turned out by the scl).ool.
One thing about Nader cannot
be denied. He works hard;
Eighteen-hour days, seven days a
week, are the rule, In April, he
said, he managed only 120 hours
of sleep all month mainly because
of a heavy speech-making tour.
Nader is constantly haranguing
students, businessmen and labor
leaders. He can command a top
fee of $2,500 a speech.
Unselfish Aims
Perhaps what keeps people
guessing most about Nader, and
arousing the most skepticism, is
why he does it, working so hard
for apparently unselfish aims,
Nader recognizes the skepticism,
but denies he is an idl"allst.
"If you define an idealist . as
someone who recedes from the
real world because he wants his
own world to be pure, then I am
not an idealist," he said in an
interview, "I think of myself as
being very practical. because I
want to be effective. I want to
make .changes, and to do this I
carefully plan my tactics, and I
try to use what power levers I can
to get the job done. I am a
worker, a plodder."
Well then, some ask, where
does his money come from?
Chicken Stand
"He's franchised himself out
like a fried chicken stand," says
Walter B. Wriston, chairman of
First National City Bank of New
York, itself the subject of a
critical study by a group of
"Nader's Raiders," or apprentice
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jJaintings-scrolls·screeti.Nt•alljmfJer
Imports direct from China

University Dairy Queen
across from Popejoy He:1!1
I'age 6

complete selection or
art supplies
15% off to students
& professors
:.\lon .•J<'ri. 10·9
Sat. 10-H
.Sun. 1~-ti
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lawyer investigators.
Nader personally raises
$125,000 a year from lectures and
writing (he averages a magazine
article a month). The rest comes
from contributions from
foundations and private sources,
He also won $425,00Q-minus
$280,000 in legal fees-from
General Motors in an invasion of
privacy suit filed after Nader
found GM detectives shadowing
him. '
Citizen contributions, plus
grants totaling as much as a
reported $100,000 from the
Mid as·Internt.tional Foundation,
generally support Nader's
tax-exempt Center for the Study
of Responsive Law, which
coordinates the "raider" research
teams,
Finance Firm
The GM settlement, stemming
from Nader's" celebrated "unsafe
at any speed" indictment of the
auto industry's safety record, plus
lecture fees finance his ta.x-paying
law firm, Tlie Public Interest
Research Group.
The Center for Auto Safety,
which monitors enforcement of
the National Traffic and Motor
Vehicle Safety Act of 1966,
which Nader helped push to
passage, has a $30,000 annual
budget-most of it supplied by
Consumers Union, publisher of

J?DB .
POL\NG

23¢
HAMBURGER
in town
Henry's Drive-In
I 16 Central9 am to II am

The General Honors Program
The Undergra~uate Seminar Program

A NEW GENERAL STUDIES COURSE
GSI02 Freshman Reading Seminar [3 Credit Hours]

Wed., Nov. 17
6:30-9:30

Broad, general reading and class discussion for freshmen with Senior General Honors students acting as
instructors and discussion leaders under faculty
direction.

• free refreshments

Everyone In'VitedBring Lots o£ Questions!

Sections will have about 10 freshman students with two seniors as instructors and discussion leaders. Most of the reading
material will be chosen by the class. For students who later enroll
in the General Honors Program, the credit will fulfill part of
the course requirement for General Honors.

THINK SNOW

ilnuutttiu
<ltbultt

For more information and registration go to the Honprs
Center or call277 ·220 1, any day except Tuesday, November 16,
1971.

1406 EUBANK BLVD., N.E.
Pago'l

Wednesday, November 17, 1971
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OPEN HOUSE

• sign up for FREE ski touring
clinic this winter

Expert
Hair Design
No Nets, Gels, Ldquer
Sprdys, Heat, or Other
Sissy Put Ons
For Men or Women
by Appointment only
255-0166
5504 Central Ave. S.E.
(1 Blk. East of San Mateo)

Consumer Reports Magazine,
over air pollution. FDA
One of Nader's closest allies, a Commissioner Charles C. Edwards
$enate aide, calls him a "cross complained that "some of the
between Jesus Christ and stuff his people have said about us
Machiavelli," and some of his mail is just plain · inaccurate. This can
have a very bad effect on
.runs in a similar vein,
COilBUU1Ci~S • ~.(it) Can frigJiteU
'\Vasted Ri;SOUi'C~s'
One writer wanted him to people without factual basis."
Alienate Consumer
defend Lt. William L. Calley, Jr.
in his My Lai court-martial
G M Chairman James Roch!!
because "you are a man who gets charged that Nader's ultimate aim
things doneO'' A man in Savannah, "is to alienate the American
Ga., asked, "Do you think it consumer from business, to tear
would be possible to include in down long-established
you_r crusade a study of relationships which have served
homosel'uals. I believe, since I am both so wel\,''
Nader is not interested in
a homosexual, that we are wasted
as human resources because of politics, and has turned down
feelers to run for the Senate or
cruel and archaic laws."
0 ne youngster wrote asking the House from Connecticut,
Nader to investigate popsicles, He "Politics is a strait jacket,'' he
says. "I can do more working on
told this story:
"One day we walked into a the system than in it.''
As for. his critics' skepticism of
little food matt and got a popsicle
and my friend Tom said his tasted his motives, Nader once told a
funny. So I said lets get your Senate hearing, "if I were trying
money back. So we went back to prevent cruelty to animals no
and said we wished to get our one would question my motives,
money back, or we would write to but because 1 happen to have a
Ralph Nader. So he said g'o ahead. scale of priorities which leads me
to engage in . the prevention of .
So we are writing you.
cruelty to humans my motivations
Signed, Mike,"
are constantly inquiled into."
Not All Happy
His mother, asked what made
Not everyone is happy with
her son tick, put it anotller way.
Nader. One critic wrote:
"What's more important is why
"Dear Mr. Nader:
You stupid son of a bitch, Why do some other people not tick,"
don't you try to educate the she said.
stupid drivers. Machines don't kill
people; it's the durfi sons of
This weekend's KU'NM
bitches behind them. You should
have learned this before now. But Circuitbreaker • .Lobo Hamburger
maybe you are as stupid as they game will be the 1Oth time the
classic has been played. The
are.
Hamburgers lead the series nine to
Signed
one, their one loss coming in 1961
A Driver of 61 Years."
He bas fought with Sen. when some KUNM honey's fed
Edmund S. Muskie (D·Maine), the Hamburger's lotus.

DIIHOIIIICC

e dryland ski touring clinic

~:t~~g~
cutom framing
ready made frames
low prices

•

More Important, Why Aren't Others Ticking Too?

• drawing on free equipment

e
e
e

-,... ~

Wonder What Makes Ral.ph Nader Tick?

Btl Marl~ Sanchez

The trick is to put the knife in first. Get the score to
around 35-0. Put in a token substitute. Pretend you've
geared down then twist the blade jumping up and down
screaming "How does it feel on your end Bobby!"
Revenge is such a sweet thing it is hardly understandable
why Coach Bobby Dobbs was upset, to the poL'lt of
making no comment about last Saturday's Lobo win over
his UTEP Miners, 49-13,
Dobbs seemed a little upset about the score and refused
to let newsmen ask him questions following the game. But
Dobbs has a short, almost non-existent, memory.
Up until la&t year the Miners did a complete job of
crucifying the Lobos every year. Going back to 1965 the
UTEP team, then called the Texas Western Miners, won
seven games in a row over UNM.
The score in that year was 35-14, followed by tallies of
51-3, 75-12, 44-15 and 21-6.
UNM Coach Rudy Feldman was the unhappy recipient
of two of those losses. In the '68 game he caught it 44-15
followed the next year by the 21-6 &core.
Well let it be known, that if Rudy Feldman has nothing
else he has a long memory. As a bonus to that long
memory he is also vindictive enough, in his own way to
kick while the other guy is down; knowing that if he were
down it would be his team getting kicked.
The Lobos had been on the receiving end of so many
humiliations, during the early part of Feldman's reign and
before, that I can't see anything wrong with giving it back,
I like John Kennedy's theory about fair play. He once said
"Don't get mad, get even." And Feldman is quite willing
and now able to do just that.
But Feldman is at least smooth in his delivery of the
proverbial shaft. Unlike Dobbs, Feldman is willing tg
answer questions following a disaster, as evidenced in his
attempt to explain the game following the ASU massacre.
Hopefully the Lobos will be able to avoid another
debackle like the one that occurred against the Sun Devils.

The UNM Band has struck it rich, Through a variety of fund ·
raising projects, the approximately lQO·piec~ group led by Fred Dart
will leave for Hawaii on basically the same plan as the UNM football
team which plays Hawai.i Nov. 27. 'l'he five-day trip came partly as
the result of a year's work, including an album, a concert and a
raffle.

Aloha

Tl1is is u. tijports ()oluma
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Glyoxalase

Boycott Meeting

"Some Chemical Studies on the
The Albuqllerque Boycott
Committee will meet Nov. 18 Glyoxalase System'' will be
instead of Nov, 17 at 7:30p.m. at discussed by David L, Vanderjagt
at a seminar of the department of
the Chicano Studies Center,
biochemistry Nov, 18 at 3 p.m. at
Serial Impressions
the Basic Medical Sciences
Rehabilitation
A lecture • recital called "Serial Building, room 241.
The Stroke Rehabilitation
Impressions Through Alleatroip
Team speaking out on UJust for
Computers
Producation," will be presented
11
A mathematician's eye-view of the Health of It will discuss
by Andrew Gelt, music student, at
Keller Hall at 8:15p.m. Nov. 24. computers will be presented by therapy for the chronically ill at
J.A. Schatz, Sandia Laboratories the International Center, Nov, 17
mathematician, at a department at 7:15 p.m. The program is
of mathematics colloquium at sponsored by Mortar Board, who
Student Bar Association
The Student Bar A&;ociation 3:30p.m. Nov. 18 in room 139 of welcome all interested persons to
attend.
Interdepartmental discussion the biology building.
series on student rights will be
Theatre
discussed by speakers Bob Walker
Tickets
are
now available at the
Linguistics
of the law faculty, James Hail, of
University Theatre box office for
Gina
Harvey
will
speak
on
the education department, and
"All the King's Men,>~ opening
Dan A. McKinnin lli of the APS ''Some Remarks About Language Wednesday, Nov. 17 at Keller Hall
Pedagogy
for
the
Congenitally
board of education on Nov, 18 in
in the fine arts department, The
Deaf'~ to the Linguistics Club
B:raton Hall at 8 p.m.
Nov. 21 at 7 p.m., Ortega Hall, University Theatre production
also plays Nov. 18, 20 and 21,
Friends of Art
room 153.
·Curtain time is 8:15,
The Friends of Art organization
of Albuquerque is sponsoring a
Wind Ensemble
Lwowski
fourth annual Buck Bohemia
The UNM Wind Ensemble
Walter Lwowski, NMSU
fund-raising event Nov. 20 at 8 featuring Robert Nagel, trumpet
p.m. in the Cutter Hanger of the artist, will present a concert at re~earch professor of chemistry,
Albuquerque International 8:15 p,m; Nov, 17 at Popejoy will speak on carbonylnitrenes'
decomposition and intersystem
Airport. Tickets are $1 at the Art Hall.
crossing Nov. 19 at 4:30 p.m. in
Museum.
room 101 of the chemistry
building.
ADVERTISING
CLASSIFIED
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CAMPO§ BRIEF§

RATES: 7c per word, 20 word minimum ($1.40) per time run. If ad is to
run five or more consecutive days with
no changes the rate is reduced to 5c
per word and the minimum n11mber of
words to 10~

WHERE: Journalism Building, Room
205, afte,rnoons preferably or mall.

1) PERSONALS

5) FORSALE

I WOULD LIKE 2 tickets to Friday's
Los Angeles Philharmonic concert at
Popejoy HaiL Call Pete at 266-4368 after
G:00.
STUDENT ROOMMATE NEEDED. Not
straight p)('I1Se. 2-bedroom house. $70.00
monthly. Steve. 1620 Lead SE. 11/19
NEED TO- RENT-Apartn;'ent :for two
near campus. Sooner the better. 866·
9310. 11/17
MEN'S contraceptives, Imported and best
American branda, Details free. Samplro
& Catalog, $1. POP-SERVE, Box 120G·X,
Chapel Hill, NC, 27415 11/29

1971 CASSETTE TAPE PLAYER. Dual
Speaker-Automatic Level Recording.
27'7-4296. 20,12
NEW 1971 ZIG ZAG SEWING MACHINES. These machines have built
in controls for aewing on buttons, monograms, ete. $35 each. Cash or terms. rr.:::::::::::~:::::::::::::~::::'o:::::::::::::::;::~:::::::;-::~~·<;
United Freight Sales. 3920 San Mateo
NE. Open 9 til 0. Sundays 12·5, tfn
NEW 100 WATT COMPONENT SET.
AM-FM multi-plex sereo·radio with
black out dial and built in stereo S-track
ll
recorder player. With large DSR chang- tJ
Wednesday, November 17, 1971 er. And huge 6 air suspension speaker system. Compare at $460, Limited sup.
Campus Crusade for Christ; 9 a.m.;
p)y-$199,95 each. Cash or terms. United Union, room 231-A
Freight Sales. 3920 San Mateo NE. Open
Office of Admissions and Records; 1
lJ til 9, Sundaya 12·5. tfn
<
p.m.; Union, theater
30 USED PORTABLE TV'S, SB0·$60. 441
National Intercollegiate Rodeo
Wyoming NE. 265·5987, 12/20
Association; 5:30 p.m.; Union, room

LOST & FOUND

LOST: NOV. 3. MAN'S TIMEX WATCH
and Girl's ID bracelet (engraved Debbie)
Mitchell Hall basement women's lounge,
Reward. 268-9067, 11/1'7
REWARD: $5,00 Black vinyl folder, C'ontainin!l notes, Loat in Bookstore. Scott
265-9118. 11/17
LOST: 11/5 Silver and Gold Parker fountain pen. Reward, John 842-1266/277•
2516. 1111'1
LOST :LADIES RING, white atone, gold

3) SERVICES
EXPERT TYPING-Term papers, Nov.
15-1!1. Resumes, stencils, 40¢ per page.
265-0053. _11/18
1 FREE GER~MA~N~S~H~E~P-:-A~R~D-P~U~P~P""'I"""E_to_
a good home. Call 266·4274 after 6:00
11/22

fl

6)

EMPLOYMENT

MOONLIGHT-$95.00 wk. 3 eves. and
Sat. Call 268-8163 or 298·4503 after 5
pm, 11/19

7l

Math Colloquium
Dr. J ,A. Schatz, Sandia
Laboratories mathematician, will
speak at a UNM department of
mathematics colloquium at 3:30
p.m. Thursday in room 139 of the.
Biology Building on campus.
Dr. Schatz' talk on a
mathematician 'a eye-view of
computers is free and open to all
interested persons,

Chicano Music Festival
The Chicano Studies Center
will sponsor a "Chicano Music
Festival" featuring a variety of
Mexican music, Nov. 17 at 7:30
p.m. in the Union Ballroom. N 25
cent donation will be asked from
attending adults to pay for use of
the ballroom and equipment.

Ecology
There will be a geology film on
ecology entitled HSay Good-bye"
Nov. 17 at 7 p.m. in' Mitchell Hall
room 101. Admis11ion is free,
·

Chemical Engineering

TERMS: Payment must be malle in Cull prior to insertion of advertisement

2)

Mexican Americans
Profeasor Davis Alvirez, visiting
professor from the Population
Research Center of the University
of Texas will speak on
"Education, Occupation, and
Intergenerational Mobility among
Mexican Americans" in rgom 104
of the sociology and economics
building, 1915 Roma N,E,' at 2
p.m. Nov. 17.

Los Alamos Scientific
Laboratories scientists Paul R.
Githals and William A. Sedlacek
will speak before a chemical
engineering seminar Nov. 19 at
2:30 p.m. in room 201 of the
electrical engineering building.
They will speak on
characterization and training of
air poilu tion sources using aircraft
samplings.

Classified Advertisin"
UNM P.O. Box 20
Albuquerque, N.M. 87106

MISCELLANEOUS

"WANTED TICKETS." 2 for Friday'!!
Los Angeles Philharmonic concert at
PopeJoy Hall Call 268·7608 daytime."
HOW INTELLIGENT ARE YOU? Easy,
sel!-scorlng test reveals your IQ in 45
minutes. Can be used over to test friends.
Send $2.00 today: Martin ot Rutgers, 18
Ucdwood Jtoad, Springfield, N.J. 07081.
ll/18

1

Nurses
There will be a student nurses
organizational meeting Nov. 17
from 7:30-8:30 p.m. iri the new
lounge of the College of Nurliing.

Student Directory
The UNM Student Directories
are on sale at the Alpha Phi
Omega coat check, in the main
lobby of the Union, from 9:15
am. to 5 p.m., Monday through
Friday. Cost is ten cents with
current student I. D.

oa
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Hand Block Printing

132.7 Rom«..o •R.R. Murr4y • 242·4"33

Calling U l

231E
Alpha Phi Omega Peace Corps; 7
p.m.; Union, theater
ASUNM Senate; 7 p.m.; Union,
room 250A·C
Las Chicanas; 7 p.m.; Union,
ballroom
Delta Sigma Pi; 7:30 p.m.; Union,
room.230
Mortar Board; 7:30 p.m.; Union,
room23l·D
Alpha Phi Omega: 8 p.m.; Union,
room 231A·B
Gay Liberation; 8 p.m.; Union,
room 231·0
Sandia Grotto; 8 p.m.; Union, room

~~~;;;;;;;;~~~==lflF2a~l~-E~================~

(@uurter.a
Package Liquor
TUTORING-all aubjcct.s-nll levels. Ex·
JlCricnccd, u:rUflcd or eolle;re ttachera.
CERTIFIED TUTORING SERVICE 2U0·8100, 12/7
FINE oLo FAsHIONED PoRTRAIT
PHOTOGRAPliY - Weddinc. You or
Whatever, 242-'1658. 12/8

Repair & ~faintcnancc
Otl allforcicrn cars

c s 1
i.toreign ar pecia isis

C"J

wnh

3,84 CaSe

.96 6'-pk.

(>

Deborah Winters· Felicia Farr

!G~..:!===-+
..at

tft:l fo\.11 COMfl-. i&.lfl~
GCIII(a.AU,'f'
f.VjUtU f()ll HIC flf ..A!;fltti
"

TEQUILA

liN COLOR! I

HILAND
265·4575

5)

FORSALE

20 percent discount on Tents, backpack!!,
11leeping bags, books, food, boal.ll and ac•
ca~sories. Co-op members receive 25 percent di!counL Trail Haus, 1031 San
Mateo SE.
FREAK BUS - 1964 VW Home-made
camper. Rebuilt engine, good tires.
$796,00, 255·6550 or 842·8808. 11/22
OLYMPUSPENFT SLR: Nt'!W Coet $160.
Make offer. 2774145. 345·1993. U/19
1066 INTERNATIONAL SCOUT 2-wbeel
drive. Perfect condition, About $650.
265·0~1<2. 11/19
1972 NUD:I=::S:c::T:--::.;;cal-:-e-n-:daJs.-.:--12~B...ig-e-oJo-r-f...,ul
pages, beautiful .AlbuquerQUe: girls. Send
S2 cash or checlc: Stmbather, Dept. L,
Box 8514, Albuquerque 8'1108, 11/30
BELLS ON SALE only $5.00 at Lobo
Men's Shop. 2120 Central SE. 243-6964,
PERFECT CHRISTMAS Gift-Antique 11et
Dicken's illustrated ellll!lliC!I (1800's),
$60. New heavy split cowhide man'!l
fringed jacket-larg~$20. 296-4804.
Sx37 SPARTAN TRAILER. Call Mel ext.
4632 daY!!, 877-9259 evenings, 11/19
.
FIUEWOOD FOR SALE. UNM Student,
247-9170. Pinon and cedar. Student dis·
count. 11/24
USED MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS &
records. Brothers Music. 1831 Central
NW. 242·3745. 11/18
1071 SUPER BEETLE, 5,000. :miles, full
warranty, best offer. Pete 266·4368. 11/9
'60 LARl{, CONVERTIDLE. Good radio
nnd upholstery. Rear smashed. Needs
bnttery, $7!i. 2!l!l-G345-8herzy,
SAVE $70 on n~er t!dde~ Honda 70 tr~ll·
bllte. $27ti. Jim, 247·0093, 11/17
KASTLE 20Gs with Marker Bindings
t,nnrre Boots, site 8 1 {!. BnrtecraCter poles.
Used 1 sea<;on. Original Cost $285. Sell
for SlGO. See McDonald nt Journalism
205 arter 4.

CLA§§IFKED
ADVERTKSKNG
University P.O. Box 20, UNM, Albuquerque, N. M. 87106
RATES: 7¢ per word, $1.40 minimum (that's 20 words)
5¢ per word if same ad runs five or more consecutive times
$2.50 minimum {that's 10 words 5 times)
TERMS: Payment must be made in full prior to insertion of advertisement
CLASSIFICATIONS:
1. Personals
5. For Sale

2. lost &. Found
6. Employment

3 Services
7. Miscellaneous

4. For Rent

INSERT THE FOllOWING ADVERTISEMENT ---TIMES STARTING---

Want Ads say it
in a Big Way!!
ENCLOSED $._ _ ______

PLACED BY _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

CUS1.~~t 1\tA·'"·O;;::E::;,"'::D~E='L-:::T::::S-,-:::P-~rs-,-es,7
1e-at~h-cr

rriCt.q. The Mind Shnft, !OGA Cornell
12/8
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